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Abstract

Physical habitat complexity regulates the structure and function of biological communities, although the mechanisms
underlying this relationship remain unclear. Urbanisation, pollution, unsustainable resource exploitation and climate change
have resulted in the widespread simplification (and loss) of habitats worldwide. One way to restore physical complexity to
anthropogenically simplified habitats is through the use of artificial substrates, which also offer excellent opportunities to
explore the effects of different components (variables) of complexity on biodiversity and community structure that would
be difficult to separate in natural systems. Here, we describe a software program (CASU) that enables users to visualise static,
physical complexity. CASU also provides output files that can be used to create artificial substrates for experimental and/or
restoration studies. It has two different operational modes: simple and advanced. In simple mode, users can adjust the five
main variables of informational complexity (i.e. the number of object types, relative abundance of object types, density of
objects, variability and range in the objects’ dimensions, and their spatial arrangement) and visualise the changes as they do
so. The advanced mode allows users to design artificial substrates by fine-tuning the complexity variables as well as alter
object-specific parameters. We illustrate how CASU can be used to create tiles of different designs for application in a marine
environment. Such an ability to systematically influence physical complexity could greatly facilitate ecological restoration by
allowing conservationists to rebuild complexity in degraded and simplified habitats.
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Introduction

Rapid urbanisation, resource exploitation and climate change

have resulted in the loss of habitats and species across ecosystems

worldwide. As potential impacts become reality, three broad and

interlinked fields of study have arisen in response: ‘reservation’,

‘restoration’, and ‘reconciliation’ ecology. All have the general aim

of ameliorating the negative effects of human activity on the

natural world, but their foci are different: to maintain and preserve

biodiversity if not already lost (reservation), increase/restore/

rehabilitate structure and function if degraded (restoration), or to

enhance/input biodiversity in human-modified habitats if it is low

or absent (reconciliation). Common to all three, although not often

emphasized, is the problem of increasing simplification of

ecosystems across all spatiotemporal scales. Even though structural

simplification can take place naturally, anthropogenic simplifica-

tion is far more frequent and rapid. Indeed, simplification of

natural habitats (e.g. transformation of native forests into

monocultures or replacement of natural shorelines with artificial

seawalls) and their subsequent restoration is a major conservation

challenge [1]. This is because physical habitat complexity regulates

the structure and function of biological communities, although the

mechanisms involved remain unclear [2,3]. Research in this

critical area of study, however, is hindered by the ambiguity

regarding the definition of ‘complexity’ [4–6]. This lack of clarity

and precision has significantly handicapped efforts to measure or

artificially create complexity, and has even influenced how

conclusions from ‘complexity studies’ are drawn and interpreted.

There is a growing consensus that influencing complexity is

likely to be critical for restoration efforts (e.g. [7,8]), partly because

it is far more tractable to manipulation than many of the other

factors known to affect biodiversity [9]. One way to increase

complexity during ecological restoration is through the use of

artificial substrates [10]. For example, a wide spectrum of man-

made substrates across a range of sizes, from small settlement tiles

or cement plugs to large modular structures have been utilised in

marine restoration work (e.g. [11–13]). Many of these substrates

aim to augment biodiversity through the incorporation of some

form of ‘topographic complexity’; but this is challenging because

the majority of metrics currently available are more suitable for

quantifying complexity rather than guiding the (re)creation of

complex habitats. While common metrics such as fractal

dimensions may be useful for measuring complexity in the field,

it is impracticable to translate or convert these numbers into

ecologically relevant and practical solutions for restoration.
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The problem of defining complexity has led to widespread

confusion and conceptual stagnation concerning its role/mecha-

nism(s) in biological communities [14]. Notwithstanding the lack of

a definition, it is also difficult to empirically separate the different

aspects of complexity (e.g. increasing surface area with increasing

complexity) [15]. Most ‘complexity studies’ can be split into two

essential forms: systems-based and information-based (or informational)

complexity. Systems-based complexity can be defined as the

unexpected and/or unpredictable emergent properties that arise

from the interactions between much simpler components, such

that the overall properties of the complex system are not obvious

from the properties of the individual components–this usually

involves a temporal element. Informational complexity, on the

other hand, is based on information theory and has no temporal

component. The fundamental premise is that the greater the

informational content, the greater the complexity [16]. The

‘subject’ can be anything of interest, living or non-living.

Knowingly or not, most habitat ‘complexity studies’ examine the

informational content of the study system (components of a system

at fixed time points), with complex habitats containing more

‘information’ than simple ones. The most commonly used measure

of informational complexity is Shannon’s entropy which calculates

information content, that is, the entropy or degree of uncertainty

associated with a random variable [16].

Complexity-diversity relationships are often examined by

measuring the amount of information content of a subject of

interest, but no studies and/or software to date are available for

converting these metrics into viable and rigorous solutions for

restoration and reconciliation work. Hence, we devised a

programme ‘CASU’ that can be used to both visualise ‘informa-

tional complexity’ and design artificial substrates with varying

(controllable) levels of complexity (please refer to Appendix S1 &

S2 for programme and user manual).

Overview of CASU: Software for Creating and Visualising
Habitat Complexity

CASU was originally conceived and developed as part of a

project to increase biodiversity on seawalls using artificial

substrates, i.e. moulded concrete tiles. In particular, we wanted

to compare colonisation of ‘simple’ and ‘complex’ tiles of the same

surface area. As concrete tiles are patently not dynamic, only

informational complexity could be incorporated into their

topography. Shannon’s entropy was adopted for creating infor-

mational complexity as it quantifies the uncertainty in predicting

the object type of a component that is taken at random from the

set. For a random variable X with the distribution (p1, …, pn), the

Shannon’s entropy of the random variable denoted by H(X) is

therefore defined as:

H(X ):H(p1,:::,pn)~{
Xn

i~1

pi log pi

where pi is the probability mass function of ith outcome [17,18].

Thus, the greater the number of object types, and the more equal

their proportional abundances are, the more difficult it is to

correctly predict which component will be present on any

particular part of the tile surface. Also, there are a finite number

of ways the topography of a tile can be altered, these are: (#1) the

number of object types (within CASU each ‘object’ is represented

by a circle and different colours represent different ‘object types’–

for more details, please see user manual; Appendix S2), (#2) the

relative abundance of each object type, (#3) the density of objects,

(#4) the variability and range in the objects’ dimensions (e.g.,

length, width and height), and (#5) spatial arrangement of the

objects. These five variables comprise the main features of CASU

when operating in its ‘simple’ mode and users can make changes to

any of them (Figure 1A). Software settings are reflected on the tile

surface, facilitating easy visualisation of the concepts and

components of informational complexity (Figure 1).

The ratio for each object type (relative abundance, as

represented by different colours), may be randomised with each

tile generation. Informational complexity increases directly with a

greater number of objects types (#1), evenness (as adjusted via the

relative abundance setting) (#2) and density (#3). Increasing the

size range of object types (#4) however, has no effect on

informational complexity when components are chosen from a

continuous probability distribution. This makes comparisons

between tiles inappropriate, as the probability of selecting any

size value from such a set is infinite. However, comparisons of

complexity are workable when selecting from a discrete probability

distribution; tiles whose size ranges have smaller increment values

have greater complexity than tiles with large increment values

(within the same size range).

What is often called ‘heterogeneity’ or ‘spatial heterogeneity’ in

ecological literature refers to the number of different object types

(#1) and their variability (#4). Even though greater density (#3)

adds directly to the informational content, the effect of heteroge-

neity can dominate the effect of density by virtue of it being a

higher order factor. For instance, a tile with 2 components

( = density) and 5 descriptors ( = heterogeneity) will have a total of

32 possible combinations (i.e. 2 components to the power of 5

descriptors) but a tile with 5 components and 2 descriptors will

only have 25 possible combinations (i.e. 5 components to the

power of 2 descriptors).

The addition of rules (such as the spatial arrangement of objects

on the tiles; #5) also has an effect on informational complexity. In

informational complexity, rules reduce the amount of information

required to encode the data; thus a randomised arrangement will

be more complex than one following some rules or pattern (e.g.

ordered). CASU does not take into account, or offer control of,

possible interactions among component types (such as clumping)

as it treats each component as non-living objects. CASU is also

scale-free, which permits users to extrapolate the generated output

to their preferred or relevant scale. Although Shannon’s entropy is

calculated based on the numerical parameters, caution must be

exercised when comparing these values (i.e. using it as a proxy for

informational complexity) as they are only meaningful when

comparing tiles with the same rules (for instance, between ordered

and random tiles, or between tiles whose component sizes were

chosen from either infinite continuous or finite discrete sets).

As we designed CASU for building complexity into artificial

substrates, an advance mode was included in the programme

where users can manually change the parameters that were

displayed in the simple mode, including a buffer (i.e., minimum

spacing) between each object on the tile (Figure 1B). In the output,

they may also change the position and size of a specific object or

delete it entirely. Finally, output files are optimised for Microsoft

Excel and computer-aided design (CAD) software, (e.g. AutoCAD)

so that designs can be used to create actual substrates (please see

Appendix S2).

Examples of How CASU can be Applied
Lundholm and Richardson [19:966] highlighted that ‘‘abiotic

and biotic differences between artificial analogues and natural

systems can be frequently overcome by ecological engineering to

make the environment more suitable for native biodiversity’’. This

statement underlines the huge potential for reconciliation ecology,

Complexity for Artificial Substrates (CASU)
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i.e. the modification of anthropogenic habitats to give some species

back their geographic ranges while humans still retain theirs [20].

However, scientists and managers engaged in restoration and

reconciliation work often do not have the tools for designing or re-

Figure 1. Screenshot of CASU. CASU in (A) ‘simple mode’ and (B) ‘advanced mode’.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0087990.g001

Complexity for Artificial Substrates (CASU)
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designing novel habitats to enhance habitat complexity and this is

reflected in the trial-and-error approach that many studies adopt.

Below, we illustrate some of the potential applications of CASU in

coastal environments.

Manipulating topographic complexity for enhancing

biodiversity on seawalls. Worldwide, coastal areas are

increasingly becoming urbanised [21,22], resulting in the extensive

alteration of natural shorelines with jetties, pier-pilings, pontoons

and breakwaters; or their wholesale replacement with seawalls and

similar defences [23]. Despite the proliferation of foreshore

artificial structures, relatively few studies have examined the

biological communities inhabiting these novel environments or the

ecological impacts of such coastal modifications [24]. Among all

urban coastal structures seawalls are the most extensive, but they

tend to support less diverse intertidal communities relative to

natural shores [25–29]. They are characterised by the reduction of

various microhabitats (e.g. pits, rock-pools, crevices and over-

hangs) and low topographic complexity, both of which are usually

negatively correlated with taxa richness [22,30,31].

In early 2011 a project was initiated to examine how seawalls

around Singapore may be engineered using artificial substrates to

enhance their biodiversity. Since relevant living spaces (or

microhabitats) are often a limiting factor for species diversity,

especially at small spatial scales, restoration and reconciliation

methods can exploit the role of habitat complexity to achieve the

goal of increasing biodiversity [1,8,32]. Using a pilot version of

CASU, it was possible to test whether topographically more

complex substrates can support greater diversity by designing two

types of concrete tiles (4064066 cm3) one structurally more

complex than the other, but with equal surface areas (Figure 2). To

create a pitted ‘simple tile’, the width, length, depth and spacing of

all pits was fixed and arranged in an ordered formation on a tile

using CASU. The fixed value was then used as the mean (of a range

of values following a discrete probability distribution) when

randomly varying the size, depth and spacing of each component

for the ‘complex tile’. Granite control tiles were also constructed to

mimic the surface of a seawall. Unpolished slabs of granite were

broken up and cemented onto a concrete base to recreate the

cracks and crevices found on seawalls around Singapore.

Five replicates of each tile type were attached randomly onto

granite seawalls (at a low shore height) at two islands south of

Singapore Island (Figure 2C), creating a two-way ANOVA design

with ‘Site’ and ‘Tile type’ as factors. After 13 months of

colonization, all the tiles were collected and their assemblages

compared. Our preliminary results suggest that greater structural

complexity (at the 8–56 mm scale tested) can support higher

diversity that is independent of surface area.

Discussion

Many studies describe a positive relationship between habitat

complexity and biodiversity (e.g. [33,34]); possibly due to a greater

number of niches and/or resource partitioning (e.g. [35,36]). This

has been noted in both terrestrial [35–37] and aquatic systems (e.g.

[38,39]), but complexity is measured in very different ways

between and within these environments (see review of techniques

by [14]). Even though complexity has been closely tied to

community persistence and ecosystem stability and functioning

[3], a mechanistic understanding of its role in structuring

communities is lacking, with relatively few studies examining the

effects of complexity on community and ecosystem properties.

Furthermore, the imprecise use of terms such as ‘complexity’ and

‘heterogeneity’ has hindered our understanding of how the

number of species is related to, and regulated by, complexity–yet

this knowledge is essential for mitigating the effects of habitat

modification or loss [40,41].

CASU was developed in an effort to visualise and create

complexity. The potential advantages of adopting this approach

are considerable: (i) habitat complexity can be precisely manip-

ulated within experimental settings, allowing the influence of

complexity on species richness to be carefully controlled and

compared; (ii) complexity can be augmented to different degrees in

order to increase species richness within restoration projects. Even

though such augmentation has been attempted (e.g. [1,32]) it has

so far taken place arbitrarily, for example, by adding substrate

such as stones and boulders to create new microhabitats in

streambeds, or reconstructing and restoring channel complexity by

re-meandering rivers and streams [1,32]. Software applications

such as CASU have the potential to standardise the manipulation

of complexity within restoration initiatives, enhancing compara-

bility and allowing more powerful statistical evaluations; (iii) by

adopting a standardised metric of information complexity (such as

Shannon’s entropy) to measure, compare and create habitat

complexity, researchers from different sub-fields can share

applications (and a common language), greatly promoting the

rate of progress in understanding the role of habitat complexity in

structuring ecosystem processes and ecological assemblages. It is

important to note, however, that no compound measure can

encapsulate all aspects of complexity, and hence additional

information (in this case, CASU output such as the number of

object types, relative abundance of object types, density of objects,

variability and range in the objects’ dimensions, and their spatial

arrangement, e.g. random vs ordered) is required for robust

comparisons. Furthermore, experimenters should be explicit

regarding the models and hypotheses that they are testing.

Experiments and restoration projects often utilise concrete for

fabricating artificial substrates because of its availability, versatility,

low cost and ease of use. Concrete is one of the few viable ways of

creating these substrates on a large scale, allowing researchers and

engineers to progress from the small-scale efforts characteristic of

academic research to the large-scale needs of practical restoration/

reconciliation efforts. CASU was developed to design complex

moulds for concrete at any scale desired. Designs can be adapted

for restoration, reconciliation, as well as empirical research on the

effects of physical complexity. Our examples involving ‘simple’

and ‘complex’ concrete tiles illustrate how this can be achieved.

However, the application of CASU does not have to be limited to

moulded concrete substrates. Spatial randomisation of compo-

nents and object types can be used in other scenarios, such as tree

planting (where tree species are the object types) or the size and

arrangement of artificial pools to enhance amphibian populations.

As ‘‘differential habitat selection is one of the principal relation-

ships which permit species to co-exist’’ [42:327], we expect that

most reconciliation efforts will require a means of incorporating

some aspect of physical habitat complexity into anthropogenic

habitats–which tend to be structurally quite simple.

CASU also serves as a visualisation tool for informational

complexity. By having all the variables of complexity represented

on a tile surface, it is easy to see how each variable contributes to

the overall complexity of the tile (Figure 1). This may be helpful for

distinguishing the different aspects of complexity within a research

design, as the term is used variably in the current literature. While

it is desirable to have a single metric to encapsulate the

multidimensionality of informational complexity, it is not feasible

using the approach we have adopted. The problem is very similar

to reporting Shannon-Wiener diversity index (H’); the number

alone has limited use as it can be achieved in different ways. For

each site, H’ needs to be accompanied by information on species

Complexity for Artificial Substrates (CASU)
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richness, total abundance, and some indication of evenness to give

a more complete picture. Thus, although we included the entropy

value (calculated from the numerical input only) in CASU, users

should not assume that this provides a definitive measure of

complexity. Like H’, it needs to be accompanied by a description

of the other aspects of complexity, especially the number of

component types and their density.

Frequent calls are made for more research on the role of

complexity in ecology; for instance, in the design of reserves

[43,44], the preservation of ecosystem functions [45], and

maintenance of threatened species [46]. As urbanisation spreads

across the globe [47], restoration and reconciliation ecology is

likely to play an increasingly important role in maintaining

biodiversity. Retrofitting artificial substrates, or incorporating

biodiversity-enhancing designs into new projects, are two potential

strategies that are recognised by conservation biologists, but which

are not yet fully developed or utilised. CASU contributes by

demystifying complexity, while providing a tool for creating it.

Supporting Information

Appendix S1 Complexity for artificial substrates (CASU)
programme.
(ZIP)

Appendix S2 CASU: User manual.
(DOC)
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